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Introdaetinn
Ai;rcrafttransmi sions for helicopters, turbo-

props andgear-ed 'turbofan aircraft require high
reliability and provide several thousand hours of

operation between overhauls. In addition, they

should be lightweight ami have very high efficien-

cyto minimize operating costs for the aircraft.
Most of the aircraft operating today use turbine

engine lubricants 10 lubricate the transmissions.
These provide good lubrication, thermal stability

and low operation temperatures for the turbine
engines, but they are less than optimum for rella-

bility and long life for transmissions.
Tests with rolling element bearings have

shown that bearing life is affected by the lubricant
elastohydrodynamic (EHL) film thickness (Refs.
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I and 2). When the EHL film thickne s divided by
the composite surface roughness h/CI is Ie s than

one, the life of rollingelement components is con-
siderably reduced.

In gearing the effect of operating with an iuo
of Ie than one is more pronounced than it is with

bearings. The higher sliding condinens encoun-
tered with gearing cau e increased surface healing
and higher friction coefficients, resulting in
reduced EHL film thickness and urface fatigue

life and increased wear or scoring ri k.
Gear tests conducted with several lubricaru

additives have shown that the gear surface fatigue

life call be improved somewhat with the riglu
choice of additives (Refs. 3 and 4). Lubricants

with the same viscosity. but with different addi-
tives, produced gear surface fatigue lives with a
difference of five to one. The above-mentioned

tests indicated the necessiry of havingthe proper
additive in the lubricant but did not determine
what effect different lubricant viscosities of the
arne base stock would have on gear fatigue life.

The effect of the EHL film thickness on stor-

ing and wear under various slide-to-roll ratios was
determined in Reference 5 using rolling tiding
cylinders. When the specific filmlhickne ,1\ or

h/(J, was less than or equal. to '0.3, the rolling lid-
ing cylinders experienced wear and scoring and.
elevated friction coefficient and temperature ..

Thesetests also showed an increase in scoring
load capacity with EP additives in the lubricant.

Lubricant suppliers have recognized (he need
to supply better lubricants for modern gearboxes
operating at increased power density (Ref. 6).
Tests have shown that lubricants with the proper
base stock, viscosity and additives can improve

the load capacity and efficiency of transmissions,
The research work reported herein wa under-

takento investigate 'the effects of luericanrs with

the same base stock, but with different visco Hies
on the surface fatigue life of AISI 9310 spur gears.
The objectives were: (1 )10 investigate the effect

of seven different hrbricants on Ihe surface fatigue
life of hardened steel spur gears, (2) to compare



!he gear fatigue life with six oflhe seven lubri-

cants to, a reference lubricant and! (3) to determine

the effects of lubricant visce ily and specific EHL
film thickness on the surface fatigue life of car-
burized and hardened spur gear .

To accomplish the e objective ,one lot of spur
gears was manufactured from. ,I:)' ingle heat of con-
sumable-eleetrode, vacuum-melted (CVM) AISI

9310 material. The gears were case-carburi zed ,
hardened and ground [0 ~he same specifications.

The pitch diameter was 8.,S9cm (3.5"). The lot

wa divided into seven groups, each of which was

tested wi.lh a different lubricanr, AU the test lubri-
cants were synlhel,ic pelyolesrer with different

vi cosily properties and additives. Test eendi-
lions included a bulk gear temperature of JSO K
(l70°F)", a pitch line maximum Hertz stress of
L71 GPa (248 hi) and a speed, of 10,000 rpm.

Apparatu and PJlocedlH',e
Gear 'Test.Apparalus. The gear surface fatigue

tests were performed in the NASA Lewis Research

Center's gear test apparatus (Fig. lA).This test rig
uses the four-square principle of applying me lest
gear load so that the Lnput drive only needs to over-
come the frictional losses in the system.

A schematic of the test rig is shown in Fig. 18.
OH pre sure and leakage now are supplied to !.he
load vanes through a shaft seal. As the oil pressure

is increased on the Jead vanes inside the slave

gear, the loop lorqueis applied. This torque i
tran mined through the test gears back to the slave

gear, where an equal, but opposite torque is main-
tained by th.e oil pre sure. This torque on the 'lest
gears, which depends on the hydrauLic pre sure
applied to thelead vanes, loads the gear teeth to'

the desired! contact or Hertz stress level, The two
identical test gears can be started under no load,
and the load can be applied gradually withoul
chang.ing the running track on the gear teeth.

Separate lubrication systems are provided for
the test gears and the main gearbox. The two
lubric-ation systems are separated at the gearbox

shafts by pressurized labyritnlh seals. itrogen is
the seal gas. The test gear lubricant is filtered
through a S-j.J.m-nomina1 fiberglass filter. The test
lubricanl can be heated electrically with an
immersion heater. The temperature of the healer is
controlled to prevent overheating the lest lubri-
cant. A waler cooler and temperature controller

are also provided ill the tesl oil and slave oil sys-
tem to control the inlet oil temperature.

A vibration transducer mounted on the gearbox

is used to automatically shut off the test rig when
a gear surface fatigue or tooth fracture occurs. The

gearbox is also automatically shut off if there is a

loss of oil now to either the main gearbox orthe

Table 1- Numinal Chemical Compositlon or MS) 93111Gear Mate~jals
I

E~e,"enl I\lSI'H111

ICarbon 0'.1
Iek@1 3.l1

Chromium 1.11

Molybdenum .U
Copper .U
Mangllnese D.6J

I Silicon 0'.27

I
Sulfur O. .5 I

Pbospilorous .005 I

'Iron Balance

"Jilme-,br

Tobie 2 - Heat Trearmera 'for AISI '9.310 Gl!lIr~

Tem,peratu~

Slep Process K ...
1 Preheat in Ilir

2 Carburlze 1.172 1.,650

3 Ajr coot 10 room tempersfure

4 Copper p.lale !IIIover

S Reheat 9ll 1,200

1\ Air coot to room temperature

7 Austen:ilil.e J.Ui' I.5S0

8 ou quench

fj SubzerO' 'cool 180 -120

10 'Double temper 450 350

n :Ji'inisb grind

IZ tress relieve 450 lSI)

8

2.5

J.5

2 each

2

test gears, if the lest gear oil overheats or if there

is II loss of seal gas pressurization.

The operating speed for the test was L0,000
rpm. The four rest rigs are operated 24 hOU1S a day,

even days a week to providethe large number of
[est cycles required for surface fatigue testing.

Test Gears .. Dimensions for the test gears are
given in Table 3. The gear pitch diameter was 8.89
em (3.5")., All gears have iii nominal surface finish
on the tooth face of 0.40.6 11m(16Ilin), rms, and II

standard 20.° involute profile with tip relief. Tip
relief was OJJ013 cm (0.,0005"), starting at the
highest point of single tooth contact.

The test gears were manufactured from (CVM)
AJSI 931'0 steel from the same heal of material.

The nominal chemical composition of the materi-
al is given in Table 1. All sets of gears were case-
carburized and heat treated in accordance wilh the
heat treatment schedule of Table 2. Fig. 2 is a pho-

tomicrograph of an etched and poli hed gear ~ooth
hewing the case and core microstructure of the

A~Sm9310 material. This material has a case hard-
ness of Rockwell C60 and a case depth of 0.97
rnm (0..0.38"). The nominal core hardness was
Rockwell C38.

Xest Lubricant, Seven Lubricants were selected
for surface fatigue endurance tests w.ith the CVM

AJS[ 9310 tee] gear test specimen ' Lubricant A

is an unformulated base stock lubricant with no
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additives and a viscosity between the MIL-t-
7808J and MIL-L-23699 specifications, but it
does not meet either specification. Lubricant A

was used as the reference 10 compare Ihe results
with the other lubricants.

Lubricant H, i a 5 cSt lubricant meeting the
MlL-L-23699 specification. This lubricant had a
small amount of .8 boundary lubrication additive
to provide some boundary lubricating film. Lubri-
cant C meets the MIL-L7808J specification and
had the lowest viscosity of a~l the lubricants rest-
ed and also had II proprietary additive package.
Lubricant D was developed for helicopter gear-

boxes under the specification DOD-L85734 and
was also a 5 cSt lubricant wi!.h an anti-wear addi-

rive package. Lubncant E was a 7..S cSt lubricant

with an anti-wear additive package meeting a spe-

cial development specification DERD-2487.
Lubricants F and G were 9 cSt ester-based lubri-
cants, Lubricant F was a base stock lubricant. with-

out additives. wllile G wa . a base stock. indu trial
grade. Six of the seven could be classified as syn-
thetic polyolester base stock lubricants, while E is
a polyalkylene-glycol. with a small amount of

boundary lubrication additive.

TIle pitch line (EHL) film thickness was caleu-
lated by the method of Reference 8. The tempera-
ture used in the film thickness calculation was the

Table J - Spur Gear Data
[Gear tolerance per i\GMA class 121

Num I>I'r ofleelh 28
Diam~lrlll pltcb ,,,_, __ __ __ .._ _ _ __ 11

Circular pltch, em (In.I __ .._ .•._ __ .__ _ O.9975 (,0.32971

Whole deplb. em 1ln.) _ _ 0.76·2 (0.300)

ddendum. em (I!!.I ,,, _ 0.3111 (0.115)

Cborda'IIOOCh Ihkkness (rtrertnce). em fin.I _ _ O.485 (0.1911

100Ih wldth, em (In.) 0.6J.S (0 ..15)

Pressure angle, di!j! , , ~.. , ,20

Pil.cb dlamerer, em (In.) 8.8!10 (3.500)

OuWde diamfler. em (in.' _ ..,•.•._ _ _9.525 1.J.7S01

ROlli fillet, em (.10.) , 0,102!o 0.152 (0,04 to 0.06'

MeIL5uremfni over pins. em (in.) , 9.603 to 9.,6..10IJ.7!W7 '103.7915)

Pin diametl!'f, em (In.] " , , 0.549 (0.11,6)

Rad<la.h reference, CRt 110.1 _ __ .. _ _ _ 0..0254 10.0.10)

Tip relief. em (In.I _.__ O.OOI1110.0015 (0.'0004.10 10.0006,

Fig. 2 - Photcmlcrogruphs of case and core of VM AMSI '9310spur gears ..
(I\) Case, (8) Core ..
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gear surface temperature at the pitch line, which

was assumed to be equal 10 the oil outlet temper-
autre, even though thetemperajure of the oil jel

lubricating the gear wa .much lower. Probably the
gear surface temperature was higher than the oil

outlertemperamre based on temperature measure-

ment made in Reference 5.
Tallie 4 howsthe computed EH~ film thick-

ne es and the initial A ratios (fILm thickness divid-

ed by compc ite surface rougJme ,hI a) arthe 1.71
GSPa (248 ksi) pitch Iine maximum Hertz stress.

Test Procedure. After the test gears were
cleaned to remove the pre ervarive, they were
assembled on the test rig. The 0.63S-cm (0.25")

wide test gears were run in an offset condition with

a O.30-cm (O'.12") tooth-surface overlap to give a
load surface OIl the gear face of 0',28 em (OJ I"),

thereby allowing for 'Ihe edge radius of the gear
teeth, If both faces of the gears were tested, four
fatigue tests could be run for each set of gears. All

tests were run in at II pitch-line load of 1225 N/cm
(700 Ib/in.) for one hour, which gave a maximum
Hertz stre s of 0.756 GPA (lit ksi), The load was

then increased to 5784 N/cm (3305 Ibrm.), which
gave a pitch-line maximum Hertz Ire s of 1.7]

GPa (248 ksi) if plain bending is assumed. How-

ever because there was .an offset load an addi-
tional stress was imposed 011 the tooth bending
stress. Combining tile bending and torsional
moments gave a maximum stress of 0.26GPa (37
ksi), TIIis does not include lhe effects of tip, relief,
wbi.ch would also increase ·tlle bending stress.

Operating the tesl gears at 10,000 '!pm gave a

pitch-line velocity of 46.55 mls (9163 ftlmin).
Lubricant was supplied 1.0 the inlet me h at 800
cm3jrnin (0.21 gpm) at 321 K (l20°F). The tests

ran continuously until they were automatically

shut down by the vibral'ion detection transducer.

The lubricant circulated through a 5 Jlm fiberglass
filter to remove wear particle. After each test the
lubricant and the filler element were discarded.
1111etand outlet oil. temperatures were continuous-
ly recorded on a strip-chart recorder.

The pitch-line EHL film thicknes wa calcu-
lased by the method of Reference 8. It was
a sumed for this film thickness calculation that.
the gear temperature at the pitch line wasequal to
the outlet oil temperature, even though the inlet
oil temperature was considerably lower. Possibly
Il:legear surface tempernl.ure was even higherthan
Ihe outlet oil temperature, especially at [he end

points of sliding contact. The EHL film thickness
and the initial ratio of fi.1111 thickness 10 composite

urtace roughness, A, was computed at the 1.1
GPa (248 ksi) pitch-line maximum Hel1Z stress.
The values are shown in Table 4.



Results a.nd Di eusslen
,Gear Lift ..The surface pjtting fatigue lives of

the A~S~9310 gears run with all seven lubricants
are shown in fig. 3, and Table 5. These data are
shown on WeibuUcoominates and were analyzed
by the method of Reference 9. The life shown is
the life of gear pairs in millions of stres cycles or
millions of revolutions. A failure i defined a one
or more pall covering more than 50% of the
width of the Hertzian contact. Typical fatigue
spalls tor each lubricant are shown in Fig. 4.

Lubricant A (Fig. 3A) is the reference oil for
thesejests. The 10% and 50% system (two
gears) lives (the life at 90% and. 50% probability
of urvival) were 5.1 million and 20.4 million
revolution or stress cycles, re pectively, The
failure index was 30 out of 30. which is the num-
ber of failures, out of the number of I.esis con-
ducted. A typical fatigue spaJI with Lubricant A
is shown in. Fig, 4A.

The . urfaee pitting fatigue lives of the AISI
93 Hlgears run with Lubricant H are shown in Fig.
3A ..A typical fatigue spatlfor H is shown lin Fig.
48. A 5 cSt lubricant. B meets the M[L-L-23699
pecification ..The lOt?! and 50% system Jives of

me gears run wilh it were ]2.1 million ancl75 mil-
lion revolutions or stress cycles, respectively. The
failure index was 20 out of 20. These data indicate
that the fatigue life of 93 JO gears run with B is
approximately 2.4 times that for A. The confi-
dence number for the life difference between B
and A was 84%, a statistically significant. differ-
ence. The confidence number indicates the per-
centage of time the order of the te t re ult wm be
the same. for a confidence number of 84%.84 alit

of 100 time the test is repealed, the gear me wi.lh
B will be higher titan with A. Experience has
bown that a confidence number of 80% or greater

would indicate a meaningful life difference.
The life difference between A and. 8 of over

twoto one would not be expected 'based on the
small difference in vi co ily and specific film

thickness. However. given (bat A does not have an
additive package including aFI EP additive, the life
difference is more in line with expected results
based on the test conducted in Reference 3 and 4.

The surface piui.ng fatigue lives obtained with
Lubricant C are shown lin Fig. 3B. A J cSt lubri-
earn, C meets the MIL-L-7808J specification. A
typical fatigue spall is siaowninig. 4C. The 10%
and 50% system lives of the 931.0 gears run with
C were 5.67 million and 20.7 rnillionrevojurlons
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F,ig. J - Surface pHting faUg'!! 'live of 1\[5] 9.nO gears run wUh even difl'erenl
lubricants. Pil.ch diameter 8..39 em 13.5"); speed W,OOOrpm; maxlmum Hertz stress
1.71 Gli's (248 iksilj gear temperature 350 K (170"Fj.

Table" - Lubricant Properties
N AS,\ Idenlllk1ltion Lubricant

i\ 8 C D E F G
Klne.mallc Viscosity
331 K. nOOaF) n.D 211'.7 n.2 27.6 34.7 ~U~· Sl.4
372 K (210·F) 4.31 5.39 3.2 5.18 7.37 1IJ1.1 K.IIK

Flasb Point, K laFI 516 (470, 539 (SI.OI 489 (4201 544 (S20) 5111(475)
I

51914751 561.15501
Pour PoInl, K ("F) 200 (·IOO) ll7 (.70) - 2U (-30) 214 (.751 llII 1-'9') III (.761

Sp«irJc 'Grll>ily al
289 K. (liOon 1.00 1.00 - 0.995 0.947 0.96 0.986

Total Acid Number
(lanl Mil Koblg 011 0.07 0.03 0.15 0.40 0.06 0.00 1.01

[liL rilm Tbldmess
b !III!! (!!lIn) 0.431171 0.511201 0.JHI31· 0.50 (WI 0.66, 11.6) 0,16 (.\01 1]'.76 (JIll
,'I. ralio Iblo) 0.75 0.90 0..58 0.87 US 1.33 1.33

pedlkallnn none MIL·L· MIL-.L 000·1.- DERIIJ'-
I

none none
b.slooli: 2J6'l'J 7808J 85734 24117

"'"V/JUN,e 1995 29



or stress cycles, respectively. The failure index
was 20 out of 20.. These data indicate that the

fatigue life of 931.0 gears run with C was nearly

equivalent to that with A. The confidence number

for the life difference between C and A was 55%.
The gear life with C would. not be expected to

equal the gear life with A based OIl thelabricant
viscosity alone. However, C is a formulationthat
contained some EP additives, while A is a base
stock lubricant without EP additives, Since the
tests with both A and C were run with specific
film thickness in the mixed. or boundary regime,

the EPadditlves in C would improve the gear life

over thai for A. This points out the need for EP
additives in lubricants used for gears operating

with specific film thicknesses less than one, as

demonstrated in other tests,

A - Lubricant A

B - Lubricant 8,

C - Lubricant C

o - Lubricant 0

E - Lubricant E

F - Lubricant F

G - Lubricant G

Fig. 4 - Typical fatigue spans for AlSW 9310 steel spur gears run with seven differ-
enl lubricants, Pitch diameter 8.39 em (3.5"); speed 10,000 rpm; maximum Hertz
stress 1.71 GPa (248 ksi); gear temperature 350 K (170·FI.

Table 5 - Surface Pitting Fatigue Lives of AISl9310 wilh Different lubricants
Lubricanl Lubricant Gear Sy§tem Life.. Welbulli Failure ('onndence

Code Ba~stock milliuns of stress cycles Slope Index" Index"

A.SA 10 percent 50 percent
Percent

A pol~ olester S.I 20.4 1.311 JO of J() -
B polyolester 12.1 76 1.02 20 of 20 !14

I

C polyolester 5.7 10.7 1.46 20 of 20 55

I) polyolester 11.8 50.8 1.29 17 'Of.20 83

I: polyalkylene-glycol 46.5 152 1,5\1 15 of 19 99

Jo' polyolester 45.2 276 1.1)4 7 of 1.7 99

G polyolester 103 5611 ].1 5 uf 18 99

a umber ,of failures oul of number of tests.
b Percent of lime thaI 10% life obtained ",ith each lubricant will havethe same

relalion to the 10% life of Luhrkant NASA A.
I
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The gear surface pining fatigue lives obtained

with Lubricant D are shown in Fig 3B. The W%
and 50% system lives of the 9310 gears tests with
D were] 1.75 million and 50.8 million revolutions

or stress cycles, respectively. The failure index

was [7 out of 20, andthere were three suspended

tests that completed 300 million stress cycles
without failure. A typical fatigue spal] for D is
shown in Fig. 4D. The life for D was 2,3 times

that for A and was nearly identical to the tile for
B. Lubricant D has more boundary additive and
neady the same viscosity as B, which could pro-

vide better surface fatigue life. However, both B

and D had nearly identical fatigue lives. Lubricant
A, on the other hand, has only slightly less vis-

cosity than D, but does not have an additive pack-

age or EP additive, which is the most probable

reason for the shorter life of A. The confidence
number for the life difference between D and A

was a statistically significant 83%,
The gear surface pitting fatigue lives obtained

with Lubricant E are plotted on Wei bull coordi-
nates shown in Fig. 3A. A typical fatigue spall for
E is shown in Fig. 4E. The 10% and 50% system
lives of the 9310 spur gears tested with IE were
46.5 million and 152 million stress cycles or rev-
elutions, respectively. The failure index. for IEwas
15 out of 19, with four tests that were suspended
after 500hou.rs or 300 million stress cycles with-

out failure, The confidence number for the life dif-
ference between E and A was 99%.

The gear pitting HIe obtained with Lubricant F
is shown in Fig. 3B. The 10% and 50% system
lives of the AISI 93 10 gears for this lubricant were
45 million and 276miJlion stress cycles respec-
tively. The failure index was 7 out of .17. Ten te ts
completed 300 million cycles without failure. A
typical fatigue spall for F is shown in Fig, 4F. The

10% surface fatigue life for F was nine times that
for A,. a 5 cSt lubricant, and about equal to that for
E, a 7.5 cSt lubricant The main reason thai. F did

not. produce a better gear surface fatigue Life than
E appears to be that F is a base stock lubricant
without an anti-wear additive package, while E

contains a good additive package. The confidence
number for F compared to A was 99%. The confi-
dence number for F compared to E was only 50%,
which means the lives were approximately equal.

The gear pitting life obtained with Lubricant G

is shown in Fig. 3A. The [0% and 50% system
lives of the AISI 9310 gears were 103 million and

568 million stress cycles respectively, The failure
index was 5 out of 18, which means that there

were 13 tests that completed 300 million cycles
without failure. A typical fatigue spall for G is
shown in Fig. 4G, The 10% surface fatigue life for



G was 20 times that for A, II 5 cSt lubricant, and
about 2.3 times that for E, II 7.5 cSt lubricant and
F. a'9 cSt lubricaruIt appears that the main reason
fOF the life improvemenl of Gover F. which has
the same vi co ity, is the fact that F has no anti-

wear additive package, while G has some additive
that provided boundary lubrication. The confi-

dence number for G compared to A wa 99%,

which means that the life difference was statisti-
caUy significant. The confidence number for G
compared to F was 70%, which means 'Ihe life dif-
ference wa .al otatistically significaru.

The Hfe resultsare ummarized in Fig. 3C and
Table 5 .. 'The life of Lubrieam 'G was more than

twenty time that for A and morethan two limes

that for E and F. A 9cSt lubricant. G had a calculat-
ed specific film thickness A of 1.33. It was, there-
fore, expected that it would produce longer fatigue
life than the other, less viscous lubricants. Howev-
er, it could not be analytically determined just how

much improvement in surface fatigue could be
obtained wilh thi lrighe.r visco ity lubricant. The
surface fatigue testing was. there tore, necessary to
determine gear life with these lubricants.

Fig. 5 i a plot of specific film thickness ratio
A versus the relative gear surface faliguelife and

shows how the gear life is affected by the pecific
film thickness ratio. The test results are conclusive
in show.ing that when gears are operated with

]ubricantthatprovide specific film. thickness
around one Of greater, the surface fatigue will
show large improvements over some of the tUF-

bine engine ]ubricant that provide lower EHl..
pecific filinlhiclme . [11 addition, as 'the EHL
pecific film thickness ratio increases above I. the

surface fatigue is further improved, The above
resulrs also point to the need to provide separate

lubricants w.ith higher viscosities than the engine
lubricants for power transmissions such as turbo-
prop or turbofan reduction gearboxes and heli-
copter gearboxe to provide increased life and
reliability of these ystems.

Conelu ions
The f:oUowing results were obtained:
t. Lubricants with a viscosity providing II spe-

cific film thickness greater than one and with an

additive package produced surface fatigue lives 4
to 8..6 times those of lubricants with a viscosity
providing a specific fllm thickness less thanone,

2. As the lubricant viscosity is increased to give
EHL specific fi1mlhlckness ratios A well above I,

the gear surface fatigue llie is further improved.
3. A low vi cosily lubricant wiih an additive

package produced surface fatigue live equivalent.
1.0 similar base rock lubricant w.ith 30% high vis-
cosity, but without an additive package.

~
~
~..
~
'';:

~ 6

~.. s"III
~ 4c
II..
; 3..
'iia:

0.4 0.8 1.0 2.[)0.6

Specific Film Thickness Rallo A

.Fig. .s - Relative gear urface fatigue We versus specific iiim Ihlckness ratio A.
'test ,tondil·ions: 10,000 rpm, maxlmum Hertz sin 1.71 GPa (2481k! I), and a bulk
gear temperature or 350 K U70"F).

4..Lubricants wid'! the arne viscosity and sim-
ilar additive packages gave equivalent gear sur-

face fatigue live . 0
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